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falmouth
The south west of England, and Falmouth in particular, has a maritime heritage that forms the very foundation of the town and at Pendennis we continually 
celebrate our Cornish sea-fairing heritage in all that we do and create. As the third largest natural harbour in the world the area was always fated to become an 
important nautical hub. 

Since 2004 we have extensively expanded our facilities and capacity and with the latest improvements clients can now take advantage of our two 75m fully 
enclosed dry docks, one 45m and two 90m construction halls, a 7500m² non-tidal wet basin, 640 tonne travel hoist and new project offices and crew facilities.
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Pendennis started in 1988 with the contract 

to build the 125’ ketch Taramber. We quickly 

developed and maintained a reputation for 

building and refitting luxury motor and sailing 

yachts to the highest of standards – with the 

completion of work on a wide variety of yachts  

ranging from 30-90m.

Over the years we have continued to invest in both 
our facilities and our people and have grown into 
a multi-faceted company with the experience and 
expertise to build and refit both motor and sailing 
yachts recognised by multiple industry awards, 
government and royalty. The award winning 
Pendennis Apprenticeship Scheme provides a 
consistently high standard of internally developed 
personnel to feed our six in-house trades, perpetuating 
the quality of finish and pride in our projects.

Today we employ over 460 craftsmen and support 
staff, who are trained to take care of all major aspects 
of our projects. We have separate dedicated facilities 
for the refitting and repair of our client’s existing 
yachts or the construction of a new vessel, and have 
built up a track record that stands up against any 
other yacht builder in the world. Our world-class 
facilities based at our 10 acre site in Falmouth house a 
range of under cover, insulated and climate-controlled 
spaces suitable for all aspects of a project build. 
Pendennis is very proud of its heritage and experience. 

Our unique offering and strength in the build of 
superyacht projects includes 30 new builds to date and 
over 250 refit projects during our 30 year history. We 
pride ourselves on our personal approach to nurturing 
client relationships throughout the complete project 
lifecycle and beyond and with the launch of our 
Palma refit office, we are also able to offer ongoing 
international support to the whole Pendennis fleet.

pendennis

history

55m Adela, JG Fay & Co. 50m classic motor yacht Malahne 65m three masted schooner, Adix
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recent project history
Adela, JG Fay & Co. Refit 1996, 2000, 
2006, 2011, 2012, 2016 Aquila, Derector, Refit 2016 Constance, Feadship, Refit 2016 Jaguar, Benetti, Refit 2015 Lionheart, Claasen, Refit 2015, 2012

Northern Star, Lurssen, Refit 2015
Adix, Astilleros de Mallorca, Refit 
1991. 2001, 2009, 2015

Malahne, Camper & Nicholsons, 
Restoration 2015

m5, VT Shipbuilding, Refit 2013 Teleost, Feadship, Refit 2013, 2008 A2, Feadship, Refit 2012 Bystander, JFA Chantier, Refit 2012

Heavenly Daze, Feadship, Refit 2012 Virginian, Feadship, Refit 2012
Haida (ex Dona Amélia), Krupp 
Germaniawerft, Refit 2011, 2017 STEEL, built 2009 Vijonara, built 2018

Christopher, 46m ketch, built 2011Hemisphere, 44m catamaran built 2011

Rebecca, 42m ketch built 1999
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The 165ft / 50m classic motor yacht Malahne was re-launched on 
March 14th at Pendennis Shipyard, Falmouth, after a meticulous 
30 month restoration. 

Designed by Charles E. Nicholson and built by Camper & 
Nicholsons in 1937, Malahne is one of a small number of pre-war 
motor yachts to have survived until the 21st Century. Having now 
undergone one of the most ambitious restorations of all time, her 
original elegance has been reinstated, whilst being modernised to 
be fully classed by Lloyd’s Register and compliant with the MCA 
Large Yacht Code (LY3).

Malahne is one of the most detailed, distinctive and beautiful 
motor yachts to be launched in recent decades, suitably reflective 
of an incredibly glamorous era of yachting.

malahne

Malahne prior to her restoration Moving in to Pendennis’ new 90m build hall Malahne post restoration
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malahne
Arrival Launch

restoration
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Steel hull restoration

Steel deck restoration

Fair Lady, refitted in 1996

Renewed engineering systems Updating the bridge

Servicing the original windlass

Fair Lady first visited our yard in 1996 when we 
completed extensive structural and engineering 
works following John Winterbotham’s survey 
of the hull and systems. At the same time we 
faithfully preserved - to interior designer John 
Munford’s drawings - the 1920s style, with 
original custom-made furniture, fine wooden 
inlay and art nouveau fittings.

During this initial refit the hull was found to 
be in need of a great deal of work and some 30 
tonnes of steel was replaced. The interior and 
all systems were removed and the major work 
of bringing the hull and integral tanks back 
to A1 standard was started. At the end of the 
ten month refit the yacht still retained all the 
character of a period vessel featuring all the 
comforts of a contemporary motor yacht. She 
has remained a loyal visitor to the yard with 
subsequent visits in 2000 and 2006.

fair lady
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The bridge, fully restored (C) The renovated dining room (D) Fair Lady’s updated saloon (A)

Renovated card room (B)fair lady
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The impressive 1929 71m classic motor yacht Haida (ex Dona Amélia,  
Haida G), sister ship to a previous Devonport project Talitha G, 
underwent an extensive restoration at Pendennis, launching at the end 
of 2017.

Haida’s latest programme of refit works included steelwork 
replacement, the restoration of her original 1929 main engines, a new 
bathing pool, the extension of the bridge deck and the relocation of 
her tenders and launching davits. As well as the addition of a third 
generator, the replacement of AC units and chiller plant, Haida was 
also given a complete repaint. 

haida 1929

Dry docked in the inner dockEngine room Haida’s refreshed interior

restoration
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haida 1929
restoration
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Master cabin Saloon, port side Saloon, starboard side

The design challenge presented by Adela was to incorporate every 
conceivable modern yacht system and convenience into the original 
interior without losing the charm and elegance of the original W.C. 
Storey design.

Today, Adela cuts a classic profile blending traditional fittings with 
modern technology within her sumptuous interior as well as on 
deck. Custom made blocks and winch, concealed state of the art 
communications and a modern climate control system all provide the 
comfort and convenience one would expect on a modern superyacht. In 
2000, Adela returned to Pendennis for lengthening work undertaken to 
the designs of German Frers.

adela
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j class shamrock v

Deck structures are returned to their original 1930s configuration Shamrock V under sail Frame reconstruction

Shamrock V was built in 1930 for Sir Thomas Lipton’s fifth and last 
America’s Cup challenge. Designed by Nicholson, she was the first British 
yacht to be built to the new J Class Rule and is the only remaining J 
Class to have been built in wood.

Shamrock V completed a one year refit at Pendennis in 1999. The 
comprehensive refit improved the yacht’s ballast ratio and with the 
addition of a new rig and sails, performance was dramatically enhanced 
without compromising historical authenticity. Leading naval architect 
Gerard Dykstra was a major influence on the successful completion 
of the refit, which began with a massive programme of refurbishment 
including the returning of her deck structures and rig to their original 
1930s configuration and improvements to the interior layout.
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custom build

vijonara
Vijonara is the second hull in the Hoek designed ‘Truly 
Classic 128’ series. She is a completely customised sailing 
superyacht, optimised extensively for performance, with the 
addition of a bow sprit that houses the downwind sails. The 
highly detailed interiors designed by Hoek have been styled 
with Sapele mahogany flat panelling, with specialist features 
and upholstery crafted by Hermes. 

This stunningly beautiful classic yacht showcases a unique 
level of quality and attention to detail in the interior and 
exterior joinery, making her an exceptional addition to the 
fleet of 30 other bespoke-built superyachts launched by 
Pendennis.
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recent projects

Leander

Cinderella IVTeleost

Odyssey III Mariette of 1915

Vijonara, Hoek TC 128

refit & restoration
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facilities
640t travel hoist 7500m² non-tidal wet basin 2 x 90m construction halls with overhead cranage

2 x 75m fully enclosed dry docks 80m mast paint facilityOn site helipad
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Exterior fairing and painting

JoineryInterior finishing

Exterior outfit Fabrication

ElectricalEngineering

skills
Our services are backed up by over 350 skilled trades people and support staff. From CAD teams to exterior 
outfitters, we make sure of maximum control and accountability at every stage of the project in-house.

The yard has a great depth of skills and resources which enabled us 
to complete the refit on the original delivery date.

Graham Newton, Captain of SY Moonbird

“
”

Interior Design
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apprenticeships
I have the highest praise for the personnel at Pendennis Shipyard, from the 
management to the men on the tools to the young apprentices.

Peter Pexton, Captain of MY A2

“
”

Pendennis is very proud of its award winning apprenticeship scheme which 
has trained over 200 young men and women in the key industry trades over 
the past 20 years. The scheme focuses on continual development of our 
workforce, maintaining the world-class standards which we adhere to in all 
aspects of a new build or refit. Pendennis has most recently been awarded 
the ‘CCB Excellence in Business Training Award 2018”.

We ensure that all of our apprentices train alongside our time served 
tradesmen on live projects and that our traditional skills are preserved for 
future generations.

Just under one third of the current workforce has completed one of our 
apprenticeships, and 17.5% of ex apprentices are now in senior managerial 
positions and are aged under 32, bringing a youthful open mind to the 
workforce. This leads to a more successful business – we were named in 
the Sunday Times 2012 Fast Track 200 companies, exhibiting 37% yearly 
growth. Ex apprentices run our joinery and finishing departments, are 
senior members of the electrical and engineering departments and help to 
run our satellite facility in Palma. 

We are also proud to support Cornish graduate schemes and currently 
employ eight graduates in technical, project management, project 
engineering and marketing roles.
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through-life support
and client experience
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We provide a dedicated after sales and yacht support service that offers a comprehensive, worldwide technical and logistical support network. The same highly-skilled 
craftsmen who build and refit yachts are also available to travel the world as part of our after sales team. Our specialist trades include electricians, fabricators, joiners, 
painters, engineers and exterior outfitters.

In the past few years our team has worked in the Maldives, Spain, Italy, France, the USA, Pacific and Central America providing a whole host of services. Our presence 
and strength as one of the world’s leading yacht builders and refitters, allows us to discuss your specific requirements and negotiate the best package with our suppliers 
on your behalf. Now with the addition of our Palma Refit Office we are ideally positioned to offer additional support throughout the whole Mediterranean cruising 
season.

Our after sales and international yacht support team can offer a range of services to you which include extended commissioning, parts and equipment supply, interval 
survey and service work, flying squads for on-board projects and in-service training.

yacht support
The professionalism, attention to detail, quality control and 
consideration of the Owner were the hallmarks of my time at 
Pendennis.

Dr Anthony Marlon, Owner of SY Hemisphere

“

”
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global fleet support

Pendennis Shipyard
Falmouth, UK

Pendennis Pacific
Auckland, NZ

Pendennis Palma
Palma de Mallorca

Pendennis Caribbean Support
Anchor Concierge and Superyacht Services

Antigua
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client experience

Classic spitfire fly past during the Pendennis Cup 2010
Pendennis’ 20th Anniversary display at the Monaco Yacht 
Show 2008

The Red Arrows display at the Pendennis Cup 2014 The Red Arrows meet competitors at the Pendennis Cup Best of British classic car tour  

Aston Martin partnership VIP lunch with Aston Martin Design Director 

Fond farewells

Departure celebrations

They clearly place great emphasis on sharing their clients’ vision 
and objectives in any refit or new build.

Hill Dickinson LLP

“
”
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SY Hemisphere MY Heavenly Daze MY Va Bene

I have a patriotic tendency when it comes to crafts and industry 
- it was also important for me to be able to enter in to a 
relationship with whoever was going to be looking after the 
boat, and from my first visit to Pendennis I knew we were going 
to get on fine - they are tremendous artisans.   

Eric Clapton, Owner of MY Va Bene

“

”Pendennis made finishing my boat a pleasant event. The 
professionalism, attention to detail, quality control and 
consideration of the owner were the hallmarks of my time 
there.  

Dr Anthony Marlon, Owner of SY Hemisphere

We had a very satisfactory experience with Pendennis through all phases 
of the refit. At the outset it was clear that both Pendennis management and 
technicians had a thorough grasp of the work that was either necessary or 
desired. Pendennis has the considerable advantage of having most of the 
required technical skills in house and therefore on call at all times. This is, 
in part, a consequence of their admirable apprenticeship programme.

Rory Brooks, Owner of MY Heavenly Daze

The refit of A2 was enormous and the time schedule was 
limited. I have the highest praise for the personnel at Pendennis, 
from the management to the men on the tools to the young 
apprentices - the work was carried out in a thorough and 
professional manner. The owners and I are very happy with the 
yacht.  

Peter Pexton, Captain of MY A2

references

“

”

”

“
“

”


